Creating the Ideal Environment to Practice Modern Dentistry

Van Haren Dentistry

Room for Growth in a Space Designed for
Advanced Dental Services
Dr. Ryan Van Haren began Van Haren Dentistry in 2007 when
he purchased an existing practice from a retiring dentist. He
assumed both the patients and the aging dental office. Since
then, Van Haren Dentistry has grown organically and through
acquisition as Ryan purchased two additional practices in
2009 and 2010. This is when they really started to feel the
need for more space!
“As a busy one doctor practice, we got a lot done in a small
space, but I knew it was time to look for someplace new to
practice the type of dentistry I had been training for. It took
a while to figure out what was next and where we needed
to be. I visited the East Paris building and loved that location
and space.”
Dr. Ryan Van Haren

Dr. Van Haren is
friends with Dr.
Dingman of Oral
Surgery Associates
– one of several
medical practices located in the building on East Paris. Before
Oral Surgery Associates relocated to this facility, they also had an
office near Ryan’s. When Dr. Van Haren came to visit them, he
was very impressed with the quality of the building as well as the
visibility he would gain from moving his practice to this growing
medical corridor.
“As we began looking at where to
move, I had my ‘ear to the ground’
for possibilities and had seen the
building at 2144 East Paris Avenue.
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On one visit, I noticed an available suite that looked to be the
size I was looking for. I contacted the listing agent and started
planning!”
“The process really began with building the team. I trusted
First Companies to find the right architect and interior designer
for our project as I focused on finding the dental equipment.
Once I knew we had the right people in place, I just stayed
out of their way and let them do what they do best! I was
available to answer questions, as needed, but was always very
comfortable the project was running smoothly. We established
a budget and went a little over on the equipment; however, we
came in very close to what we had planned to spend.”
In addition to outgrowing his previous space, Dr. Van Haren
wanted to create a dental office where he could use his years of
training and advanced education in modern dentistry techniques

– specifically more complex procedures and aesthetic dentistry.
The old space was highly inefficient and not ergonomically
correct for the types of services Dr. Van Haren wanted to offer
his patients. The new office delivers a highly efficient layout
and workflow with five operatories, a consultation room, staff
breakroom, and photography room for digital smile design. In
addition to the beautifully designed and well-configured space,
new, state-of-the-art dental equipment and updated technology
complete the vision Ryan had for his modern dental practice.
Today, the doctor and his staff of six enjoy nearly 2,500 square
feet in a well-located, class-A medical facility with many comfort
and safety features specifically designed for patients.
“Our new office environment
helps me attract and retain high
quality staff and conveys to our
patients the level of care and
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services they can expect to receive here. Seeing the quality
of our surroundings, as well as an office in the ‘digital age’,
gives them confidence we are well prepared to handle even
the most difficult and complex dental procedures.”
The completed build-out included a mixture of luxury vinyl
and carpet tile flooring with acoustical ceilings and radius
drywall bulkheads. Patients immediately notice the pleasing
color palette, attractive barn doors, and unique wood walls
that create a comfortable, inviting environment. The coffee/
refreshment station features large white tiles accented by
wall wash lighting. First Companies completed the work on
time and came in under budget – always striving to minimize
disruption to the other tenants during construction.

“As First Companies constructed the building, as well as
managed all tenant build-outs, I wanted to check them
out before signing the lease. I spoke with several of their
previous customers and all highly recommended them for
the job. They spoke of the company’s integrity, honesty
and ability to get the job done. I was very comfortable they
would do a good job for me. I would highly recommend First
Companies based on my experience. They were extremely
organized and efficient as well as up front about what to
expect throughout the construction process. It all played
out as they said, and the office turned out extremely well
through their leadership.”
Dr. Ryan Van Haren
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Patients of Van Haren Dentistry are welcomed to a
beautifully designed, efficient, and organized office
that reflects the advanced services offered, including
aesthetic dentistry. The pleasing color palette, attractive
barn doors, refreshment station, and unique wood walls
create a comfortable space that also features state-ofthe-art dental equipment and technology. The building
is conveniently located on the East Paris medical corridor
and offers many comfort and safety features specifically
designed for patient care.
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